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MGS Induction oven: the answer for airlines to delight their
premium customers.
June 30th, 2011 – Ferentino (FR) Italy – Induction ovens are the answer of MGS, Modular Galley Systems
AG (a wholly owned subsidiary of IACOBUCCI HF Group) to the constant demand of Aircrafts and
Business Jets’ demand of differentiating and increasing the level of service on board.

In the more competitive premium traffic market, the airlines are striving to increase the level of service
on board and satisfaction of their customers by differentiating the food offer during short and long haul
flights. To fill the gap MGS, a innovation and engineering driven German company, has developed the
first and only induction oven solution for commercial and business aircrafts gaining three Mercury
Awards. The MGS patented induction system technology offers a wide range of plus compared to the
conventional oven: its safer, as the oven is not hot in any of its parts during operation, it offers a
quicker food re‐heating service and allows airlines to easily prepare fresh meals like in a five star
restaurant. The re‐heating tray offers airlines the possibility to warm up pre‐cooked meals in standard
aluminium foils halving times form from the approximately 25 minutes needed for a normal oven to
only 12. The MGS Multi Functional Unit can automatically detect and identify the trays and preselect a
desired heating program.

The oven has already been successfully installed on board of f both corporate jets and commercial
aircrafts. They could appreciate the quality and the variety of food that resulted increased thanks to the
use of induction technology for steam cooking that allows to conserve vitamins, taste and aroma of
foods allowing the real gourmet experience for passengers on board. The Heating Box has been
developed for fresh on‐board preparation and is suitable for numerous different preparations thanks to
its numerous accessorizes: roasting fish and meat, frying eggs, toasting bread, steaming vegetables,
cooking pasta and rice or simply reheating prepared foods.
Moreover the smart programming system with automatic processing coupled with innovative heating
technology and special attention to materials ensure simple, convenient and safe handling for the
operator while a filter inside the Steam Exhauster absorbs grease and odours.
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In order to increase market penetration MGS developed also the Multi Functional Unit ARINC series, a
space‐saving solution on board. This unit provides the same features of the AAD4 series, but in a
compact version, meeting all requirements of the ARINC Standards 810 and 812.
The newly developed central control unit enables all communication based applications, such as power
and content management, remote control and central maintenance – the requirements for successful
communication of future galley inserts as required for the B787 and A350. The development of an
additional model has been used to redesign the appearance to create a future oriented design with a
new display, Piezzo switches and an interior consisting of stainless steel.

IACOBUCCI HF Group, headquartered in Ferentino (FR) – Italy, is a worldwide leader, manufacturer and supplier
of galley inserts. It includes the companies IACOBUCCI HF Electronics, IACOBUCCI ATS ‐ Aircraft Trolley System,
IACOBUCCI MK in Lecce – Italy, MGS AG a German subsidiary, supported by 17 international certified repair
stations. With over 30 years of experience, its focus on research and development and its customer oriented
approach, the Group represents excellence in engineering, manufacture, design and innovation of Espresso and
Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash Compactors, Trolleys, Seats and Ovens for commercial and business aviation.
IACOBUCCI HF Group has recently created two new business units, one dedicated to the production of VIP Seats for
the Business Aviation and the other one thought for the realisation of innovative solutions for non‐aeronautical
markets.IACOBUCCI HF Group boasts experienced Catia industrial designers, highly skilled engineers, qualified
craftsman who conceive and create state‐of‐the‐art products achieving success as industry supplier in the electrical
area of the galley. As proof of recognition for its high end quality and reliability products and its top class customer
support, IACOBUCCI HF Group is the favourite choice among elite Airlines and private jet customers throughout the
world.

MGS – Modular Galley Systems AG is the only supplier of induction ovens for aircraft worldwide. MGS is
an innovation and engineering driven company. The best engineers are working on developing the
newest Galley Inserts and Functional Inserts to provide new and easy to handle solutions for the
worldwide customers.
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